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The eovariance function of the Newtonian potential of a random orthogonal set func- 
tion on the unit sphere in three dimensions is derived, and it is shown that the coefficients 
to the series expansion of this are simply related to the moments of the covariance measure 
of the random set function. 
Furthermore, as an application, it is shown that available gravity data indicate a mass 
distribution inside the Earth which becomes more and more irregular as one approaches 
the centxe of the Earth. 
1 a Introduction 
In [41 b a derivation of stochastic models for the gravity potential of , 
the Earth was given. It was shown how measurements of gravity anom- 
s and deflections of the vertical can be treated as linear opera- 
ns on the random potential function, thus giving the opportunity to 
imate the covariance function under the assumption that it be in- 
variant under the orthogonal group, and to predict linear functionals 
of the potential where these are unknown. A specific expression of the 
iance function was shown to fit the data very well. 
owever, the derivation was entirely based on analytical properties 
onic functions and did not utilize the relation between the 
sity in the interior of the Earth and the corresponding poten- 
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tial, thus making it diffi4t to 
results. 
The present paper give 
disturbing potential base 
the available d ta indicate th 
more irregular as one app 
The disturbing mass i
tion, and it is shown th 
variance function are si 
measure of the random 
As a consequence, it is sho 
possible covariance fun 
models with the above 
sical Hausdorff mome 
Finally, the covariance measure correspondin 
in [43 is derived. 
2. Potentials of random ortho 
in 3-dbnensional 
Let Z be a random ort 
ciosed unit sphere in R3 (S-dime 
measure p satisfyin 
sets of S with 
tz(A)I = 0, 
(ii) E{Z(A) B)} =p(d4 n 
(iii) Z(A ) + Z(B) = 
trary Bore1 sets of S. 1 
For t $f S, define the stochastic inte 
k(t) = 1 Ilt-ull-l 
This defines a stochast ith 
iance f~~~tio~ 
s s ilt - ull-” Ils - ull-’ (z(&d)Z(du)) 
zz s Ilt e uII--~ lls - uII-~ p(dtr) 
cess k will be called the Newtonian potential of 
Z, th the classical potential theory, where the Newton- 
ian potential of 8 Radon measure von a compact set K 5 K3 is defiiled 
function y3 : 3 \ K -+ R given by 
1 = Ox -yyll-’ v(dy). 
Y 
As we have the expansion (e.g. [ 33 ) 
lit- ulP = lltll-1 2 llrll-n lIdIn P&OS &, j, 
n=O 
where IJlt, is the angle between the t and the u vectors and I$ are the 
ndre polynomials, we Iyet 
{am} = Iltll-’ IlsIl-1 E 
?#=Q 
00 
vi??0 J- 
II24 lln+m P,(cos J/,,)P,(Cos &) 
ru(du). = 
UES3 II t IP Ils IP 
1 
on spheres of the form (Ilu II = p}, and if we assume that p is uniform I 
in~odu~e $phe~cal coordinates 
(s, t&a> sin 8 d6 dX 
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where 
8, dX) = q(b) sin 8 de dh, 
Q,, (WV0 = p,(cos 
Using the well-known 
Pn (cos J/,) = P, (cos e,) P&OS 
where the Pni are the Le t 
where 
b ijnm fsPtPi: 
Here 
in A 
are the surface spherical 
these, the only terms in th 
those of the form R,i Rpi * 
2n 11 2n II 
J $ R~i(‘,h) sin 8 d0 CA = $ J ~~~*(e,~) sin 
0 0 0 0 
2n 7r 
ss 
Rzo (0 ,A) sin 6 z 
0 0 
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de dh = 6,, 4n(2n+l)- 1 P,(cos &). 
1 
(r r )-=++ ‘)(2?2+1)- s t l P@s $,,~j-x2”17(~~. 
0 
a 
where vn is the dh moment of the distribution of the random variable 
9 where X follows the distribution 
p[x G x] = jr)(du) 
I 
1 
j-q(du). 
0 0 
In terms of he covariance mctisure, we get 
tJ2 = (4~) -1 n wi12n p(du). 
blem of when a prescribed sequence y, can be a sequence of 
nts of a distribution on the unit interval is the classical Hausdorff 
at pro m, having the solution that (m, TC = 0,1,2, . ..) 1s a mo- 
ment sequence iff it is completsly monotone, i.e. iff (-1)” A”Y~ 2 0 
foraWn, whereAT, =Tn+l --q,;see [l]. 
tented of the Earth 
ritzen [4] stu astic models for the gravity potential of 
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the Earth. The disturbing 
actual potential and the 
Earth, was modelled as a 
of R3 outside a sphere 5’. 
tion, i.e. it must satisfy 
conditions under which the sam 
are harmonic with probab 
function of k was assumed t 
around the or 
the deviations, i.e. the dis 
shown by Lauritzen [4] 
covariance fun :tion for a gaussian stochastic process outside the unit 
sphere in R3 with harmonic mple functions is 
where ui just have to be su 
This random function ca 
random coefficients QI,, a 
where CY,,,~ and flfirn al’ are in 
ean zero and variance 
As one has a rather precise know1 ge about Q,, and finrn f’r n = 0,1,2, 
one considers these as fixed, i.e., co siders the covariance function of 
E(t) conditional on the known 
these coefficients 
(3.1) only by put 
The estimation of the c 
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tential itself is u bservable. The available data consisted 
avit 
observations are easily derived from 
(n--l)2a~(rsrt)~(n+1)P~(cos $Q. (3.2) 
ble gravity observations were all taken at the 
centre of the Earth, orle could obtain an em- 
nction from these data and try to fit the coeffi- 
pirical covariance function and the covariance 
function (3.2) looked alike. It turned out that an expression of the 
form 
0 for yt = 0,1,2, 
a2 = 19 
(~-4)~~ (n-2)-’ A for72 2 3 
gave an extremely good fit to the empirical covariance function. How- 
ever, the coefficients az were uninterpretable because of the analytic 
derivation of the stochastic model. 
investigations in Section 2 of the present paper give us a pos- 
sibility of an interpretation of these coefficients in terms of the varia- 
tions in the mass distribution inside the Earth. WC have the relati>x 
a: =4n(2n+ 1)-l CJ~ Ui = (4n)-’ (2n + l)ai. 
Now suppose that ihe arth is the unit sphere in R3 and the devia- 
tions between the homogeneous and the actual mass distribution is 
ven by a random orthogonal set function 2 with covariance measure 
lutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on S and density f
for MI < e, 
(2+)-l A (5lW 7-311~11-5) for E G Ilull < 1. 
This corresponds to q(ti) = g(x) d.~, where 
correspor!ding to
For e being small we then have the app 
a2 A n = (?24)(N-_2)e 
the main term of which exactly is the one d by Lauritzen [4) l 
The good fit cf this form 0: Fhould then indicate a m 
inside the Earth which gets rnc) 
tion as one approaches th 
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